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I. INTRODUCTION 
IoT and the development of keen advancements, 

implanted gadgets coordinated with remote 

innovations, for example, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and ID 

advances, for example, radio recurrence 

recognizable proof (RFID). Other than common 

PCs, billions of little, minor gadgets will be 

associated with what is called Future Internet 

(FI)[1]. These gadgets are asset obliged having little 

preparing capacity, restricted memory and 

constrained vitality. 

IoT gadget will be generally sent and associated 

with the FI this arrangement requires a few 

arrangements so IoT compelled gadgets can work 

with the current web conventions .the primary test 

that faces IoT is the security[2,3,4]. the current 

customary security strategies were intended to deal 

with completely useful gadgets (FFD) yet with 

compelled gadgets, we require lightweight 

arrangements which these gadgets can deal with. 

Security has all the earmarks of being a standout 

amongst the most difficult regions of planning IoT. 

While 'things' or articles framing the IoT can be to a 

great degree obliged (low-computational power, 

low-storage room, constrained memory, absence of 

UI), this is no reason for them to have less security 

than some other gadgets on the web. At times, 

'things' could lead basic parts, for example, screens 

in home security frameworks or controllers as a 

piece of a savvy transportation framework. Trade 

off of such gadgets can be more calamitous than 

that of a common gadget on the web (e.g. a (PC), or 

a versatile phone [5]. 
Existing conventional verification strategies 

expends a lot of vitality and memory as it requires 
broad preparing [6,7]also the span of messages and 
the quantity of handshakes thus, in IoT we have to 
plan a vigorous and secure confirmation convention 
with lightweight cryptographic natives with a 
similar heartine and security quality of the current 
frameworks . 

 

II. AUTHENTICATION 

COMPONENTS IN IOT 

NETWORK 
 

Verification in IoT arrange essentially can be 
seen as three segments, the IoT gadget, client and a 
door in the middle of to encourage the 
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correspondence between them. Entryway assumes 
an imperative part in validation as it is utilized to 
decipher the IoT respectability conventions and the 
IP convention which interface the client with the 
IoT arrange. The obliged gadgets in IoT and WSN 
utilize the passage for additional handling and 
memory stockpiling as in the figure[1] the door fills 
in as an authenticator for both the IoT hub and 
clients. Door confirms the personality of a (client, 
gadget) who needs to get to information, assets, or 
applications. Approving that character builds up a 
confide in relationship for promote connections 
 

 
 
 

Figure1:IoT Authentication Participants 
 
Entry way assumes an essential part in the system. 

Keeping in mind the end goal to interface a 

particular sensor hub, remote clients need to 

achieve the portal through the web at first. 

Opposite, information detected from the sensor 

hubs right off the bat accumulated to the portal, at 

that point additionally achieves the client end. In 

the event that the information in the system is made 

accessible to the remote client on (request), shared 

validation between (IoT gadget, client) must be 

guaranteed previously enabling the remote client to 

get to the gadget. With the assistance of the 

entryway, imperviousness of lightweight common 

validation will be conceivable 

 

III.  IOT MUTUAL LIGHTWEIGHT 

AUTHENTICATION MODELS 

 

All the five models delineated in was proposed in 

[8], shared confirmation is kept up between the 

client, passage and compel gadgets, for example, 

sensor .with the assistance of the door clients and 

sensors get validated. Door is for the most part used 

to help the compelled gadgets in IoT and WSN to 

speak with neighborhood and remote clients what's 

more, to give stockpiling and preparing as these 

gadgets might not have enough handling and 

memory capacities to discuss specifically with the 

clients [9]. 

 

 
 
 

Figure2: Constrained Network (four messages) 

Mutual Authentication Models 

 

The initial four models (a,b,c,d) is utilized 

when the client associate in a roundabout way 

with the sensor it initially speaks with passage 

while the fifth model(e) is utilized with remote 

clients in which clients can discuss 

straightforwardly with the gadget which is the 

situation with IoT arrange. All the five models 

said above utilize four message handshakes 

which make the validation lightweight. In 

confirmation, we can utilize (something we 

know) like secret key based verification and 

(something we are) like Biometric-based 

validation and (something we have) smartcards-

based verification. Consolidating these methods 

to build verification plans rely upon the sort, 

power and the objective framework abilities. 
 

Here are certain principles should be considered 
when designing a lightweight authentication 
protocol 

 
1) Protocol should be designed according to the 

common resource features of target 

constrained devices such as microprocessor or 

microcontroller, memory, and energy 

2) Avoid highly computational mathematical 

operation as it requires much processing which 

consumes a lot of power and memory. Low 

computational overheads makes memory and 
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power requirement at minimal 

3) Authentication Messages size should be 

small,as the bandwidth of wireless  radio is 

small (IEEE802.15.4 bandwidth is 256kbps) 
4) Number of messages exchanged between 

authentication parties should be kept at 
minimum 

5) Cryptographic primitives used while 

authentication should be lightweight such as 

symmetric cryptography, Message 

Authentication Code (MAC), HASHING, 

XOR and AND operations 
 

III. SECURITY FEATURES FOR A 

LIGHTWEIGHT 

AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL 
 

A. Security requirements 

when planning a validation convention certain 

security prerequisites must be viewed as, the 

outline objective of a lightweight verification plot 

is finding a trade off between low asset necessities 

execution, and security quality which are 

examined in this area. 

 

1) Lightweight security solution: The nodes in 

the IoT networks are resource constrained in 

terms of processing power, battery backup, 

memory, speed, etc. Hence, a lightweight 

security primitives solution is required. 
2) Mutual authentication: all parties involved 

in communication authenticate each other 
(user, gateway and IoT node). This is one of 
the most important requirements for IoT to 
have a secure communication. 

3) Anonymity: when data is transmitted the 

identity of communicating parties should be 

hidden so that the attacker can’t distinguish 

between user/nodes and hence can’t trace 

user/node by their identity. 
4) Scalability: to keep the network scalable the 

addition of new nodes should be dynamic 
and the system should be able to cope with 
this increase. 

5) Confidentiality: in this requirement, the 
secret data transmitted between parties 
involved in authentication must be kept 
secret. only legitimate parties can get access 
to it. 

6) Availability: In this requirement, the 

server/gateway or the nodes must be 

continuously available to the user to access 

information or send commands to the nodes, 

as and when required. 

7) Attack resistance: To guarantee secure 

communication within the IoT network, the 

authentication process should be secure 

against several potential attacks, such as 

replay attacks, DoS attack, impersonate 

attack, user/node traceability attack, man-in-

the-middle attacks, etc. 

B. Security attacks against authentication 

There are some security assaults that an aggressor 

can use to rupture the security of the validation 

convention we investigate some of them here  

1) Denial of Service assault: The DoS assault 

thwarts the profit capacity of a framework offering 

administrations. Amid this assault the unlawful 

substance expends the assets comprehensively, 

along these lines making the framework 

inaccessible to the lawful elements. This at-tack is 

by and large accomplished by propelling asset 

devouring exercises. Such an assault winds up 

indispensable for obliged gadgets in IoT systems, 

where the assets are now constrained.  

2) Impersonation assault: This assault happens 

when an illicit client or hub puts on a show to be a 

lawful element by replaying a certified message 

captured from a past effective correspondence.  

3) Man-in-the-center assault: This assault happens 

when the enemy quietly tunes in to the 

correspondence of two legitimate gatherings with 

the purpose to delay, modify or erase messages 

traded amid correspondence. Such assaults are 

generally present inside the setting of Public-Key 

Cryptography (PKC). If there should be an 

occurrence of PKC, the enemy does not endeavor 

to break the keys of the imparting parties, rather it 

tries to wind up the dishonestly confided in man-in-

the-center. This is accomplished by supplanting the 

traded session key with its own. In this way every 

one of the gatherings builds up a protected channel 

with the enemy, who accesses messages in 

plaintext.  

4) Smartcard stolen/rupture assaults: The 

client's brilliant card is an alter safe gadget. On the 

off chance that the brilliant card of a client is lost 
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or stolen, an aggressor can recover all the delicate 

data put away in the stolen savvy gadget's memory  

utilizing the power examination assault. At that 

point, utilizing this recovered data, the assailant 

can recover other mystery data of the conveying 

parties.  

5) Eaves dropping assault: It alludes to the way 

toward tuning in to a progressing correspondence, 

which is an underlying advance for propelling 

alternate assaults. Such assaults are less demanding 

to perform on unprotected remote channels, in light 

of the fact that the correspondence happens in an 

open shaky remote channel.  

6) Privileged insider and stolen-verifier 

assault: In this assault an assailant or a special 

however vindictive client could assemble delicate 

client data (i.e. verifiers), in this way he/she 

couldn't attempt and mimic a client on some other 

system.  

7) Gateway hub bypassing assault: The ill-

conceived substance can sidestep the lawful portal 

hub and get associated with an IoT hub without 

playing out the confirmation procedure.  

8) Offline speculating assault: Any illicit 

element can gain passwords (disconnected 

speculating mode) utilizing an "Animal power" 

assault to figure the passwords. 

 

V.  LIGHTWEIGHT SECURITY 

CRYPTOGRAPHIC PRIMITIVES 
 

A. Hash Function 

A hash function maps a variable-length block of 

data into a smaller fixed-length block. This 

property is very important for constrained devices 

some keys require to be large for security purpose 

therefore, storing the min hash format save a lot of 

memory also message size becomes smaller when 

message exchanged between authentication parties. 

The purpose of a hash function is to produce a 

"finger print" of a file, message, or other block of 

data [10]. The interesting part about hashing is the 

output which is sensitive to even a tiny change 

hence if an attacker tries to modify the message 

digest (output) the output completely changes 

therefore, the integrity of the hash message is 

guaranteed in figure [3] the reare some lightweight 

hash algorithms with their memory and energy 

consumption [11]. 
B.  

Table1:lightweight Hash functions and its 

characteristics 

 
 

B.Message Authentication 

Code (MAC) 
A MAC is symmetric cryptography strategy 

(now and again called: keyed hash) takes two 

information sources, a message and a mystery 

key which is shared between the validation 

initiator and the confirmation responder as it 

were. By utilizing a mystery key, a MAC enables 

the beneficiary of the message to confirm the 

honesty of the message, as well as validate that 

the sender of the message who has the mutual 

mystery key. On the off chance that a sender 

doesn't know the mystery key, the hash esteem 

would then be extraordinary, in this manner 

enabling the beneficiary to see the message was 

adjusted.  

 

VI. Developing A LIGHTWEIGHT 

AUTHENTICATION SCHEME  

The initial phase in planning a lightweight 

confirmation plot is to pick the correct security 

natives as for the objective framework how to 

utilize such natives for building a proficient, 

secure and vigorous validation and key 

administration convention with the IoT organize 

obliged gadgets prerequisite.  

There are two general classes utilized for 

building a lightweight validation .  

A.Using Symmetric-key Infrastructure (SKC) 

Symmetric cryptography approach is more ideal 

as it can without much of a stretch executed for 

imperative system such IoT, it is productive in 

term of computational time and less confused on 

numerical task, it takes just couple of 
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milliseconds and can be keep running on memory 

confined microcontroller with smash under 

1KB[12]. In symmetric-based validation a 

solitary key is shared between verification 

elements.  

There are two kinds of symmetric-base 

verification the first is to utilize one of the 

notable symmetric cryptography calculations, for 

example, Advance Encryption Standard 

calculation (AES) or Data Encryption Standard 

(DES).  

The message traded amid the confirmation stage 

are scrambled utilizing a key which is known 

ahead of time between the validation elements.  

Macintosh is executed with a mix with these 

symmetric calculation to give validation and 

respectability to the message traded between the 

sender and the recipient. Basically, a MAC is an 

encoded checksum produced on the basic 

message that is sent alongside a message to 

guarantee message 

The second method is using hash function and 

logical XOR operation. In this method no 

encryption/decryption algorithm is used, instead 

a cryptographic one-way hash function and XOR 

are used as in figure [4]. This method is secure 

and computationally lighter in term of memory 

and energy. In [13] an experiment was conducted 

the approximate running time used for computing 

hash function is≈0.0004ms where the time used 

for computing symmetric encryption / decryption 

is≈ 0.312ms. This experiment was performed 

using the AES symmetric encryption/decryption 

function, and the SHA-1 Hash function. The 

result of comparison between different 

symmetric authentication protocols in Table(2) 

shows that the time of schemes using hash and 

XOR is more lightweight than other schemes 

using AES. The hash method works well with 

constraint network such IoT in which devices are 

battery powered and memory is limited. 

Most of the recent work in IoT authentication 

schemes [2,3,4,14,15] Symmetric cryptography 

approach is used as its secure, fast and consume 

less energy the only problem is the key 

management and memory needed for storing these 

keys but this problem was solved by delegating 

key storing to the gate way node as it can be 

considered as powerful fully function device 

(FFD) which have constant energy and enough 

memory [4]. 
 

 
 
 
Figure3:Message authentication using one-way hash 

function 

A. Using Public Key 

infrastructure (PKI) 

Traditional PKI verification systems have an 

adaptable key administration yet particular 

augmentation and squaring of substantial whole 

numbers devours a lot of microcontroller power 

and memory. The quantity of handshakes and size 

of the messages traded amid confirmation with 

obliged gadgets ought to be kept at the base. 

Specifically, transmission of long messages 

containing ordinary X.509 declarations yields a 

sizeable broadcast appointment utilization, a huge 

inactivity in the confirmation convention when 

running over a run of the mill low-rate 

correspondence channel[16].  

there are a few techniques utilized as a part 

of writing to play out a protected validation 

utilizing PKI. RSA and ECC are two open key 

calculations utilized for validation. ECC offers 

littler key size, quicker calculation and in addition 

memory, vitality and data transfer capacity sparing 

and more qualified to little gadgets than RSA 

Using Digital Signature: Similar to MACs, 

computerized marks annex a validation tag to a 

message. The vital distinction between advanced 

marks and MACs is that computerized marks 

utilize a couple of keys open and private for both 

creating the verification tag(signature) and 

confirming it. Most computerized signature 

validation plans are executed with the assistance 

of a hash work. Likewise, they are typically 
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slower than MACs. Computerized signature age 

includes two stages. The initial step is of hashing 

the confirmation message and in the second step 

the hashed Value 
 

Table2: Comparison of computational cost 

between Th–time for a hash operation; 

TD/E–time for symmetric-key decryption / 

encryption 
 

Protocol User Sensor Gateway Total Time 

Turkanovic´etal. 7Th 5T
h
 7Th 19Th 0.0076 

[4]     Ms 

Farashetal. [14] 11Th 7T
h
 14Th 32Th 0.01

28 
Das etal.[18] 5Th+1 

T(d/e) 

- 5Th+4 
T(d/e) 

10Th+5 
T(d/e) 

0.65
55 

KhanandAlghathbar 
[19] 

4Th 2Th 6Th 12Th 0. 

ms 
Turkanovic´and 

Holbl[20] 
4Th+1 

T(d/e) 

- 7Th+5 
T(d/e) 

3Th+4 
T(d/e) 

0.52

24 
Huangetal.[21] 4Th 1Th 6Th 11Th 0.0044 

ms 
R.Aminetal.[3] 12Th 5T

h
 15Th 32Th 0.01

28 

  

(message process) is marked utilizing the sender 

private key .This second step creates an esteem 

(the 'mark') that is connected to the message. 

utilizing Digital Certificate: In [17] proposed PKI 

validation and key understanding convention for 

IoT which gives confirmation with no unequivocal 

mark The creator has utilized a mix of elliptic 

bend Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) for key assention 

convention and "verifiable" testament Elliptic 

Curve Qu-Vanstone (ECQV). this blend 

discovered superior to anything the customary 

plans depending on express X.509 endorsements. 

13 parcels required for the 725 bytes of the 

express X.509 declaration in the Privacy Enhanced 

(PEM) arrange, or the 9 bundles required to send 

the 495 bytes of the unequivocal X.509 testament 

in the Mail Distinguished Encoding Rules (DER) 

organize While depending on a standard and 

broadly acknowledged ECDH conspire, it 

essentially enhances broadcast appointment 

reserve funds by utilizing understood ECQV 

authentications. use of verifiable endorsements 

dependably guarantees the maximal broadcast 

appointment sparing, with execution increases 

over unequivocal X.509 PEM declarations 

extending from 77,1% to 86,7%, and from 50,9% 

to 84,7% as for the express X.509 authentication 

in the (DER) arrange. 
 

  VII. CONCLUSION 
IoT is an emerging technology, security and 

authentication is a center focused topic in IoT. We 

have analysed the main approaches to the design of 

IoT lightweight authentication protocols and the 

constraints of their use. 

Symmetric-key infrastructure schemes are 
fast, secure and doesn’t consumed much 
processing power but they require complicated 
key management, on the other hand, public-key 
infrastructure schemes have a flexible key 
management but consume much computational 
time and memory space. ECC prove its 
strength and reliability with constrained 
networks. IoT devices have small memory, 
restricted to certain power limits and 
computational capability hence PKI approach 
require to be improve to be adapted with IoT 
environment. 
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